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July 8, 2011 
 
John Cross, Esquire, 
Attorney at Law, 
559 Bay Street, 
Port Orchard, Washington 98366 
 
Re: My resignation from the PAYNE, JEFFREY SVP CASE (Kitsap Superior Court No. 10-2-00296-2 
 
Dear Mr. Cross: 
 
On 06/16/11 I billed your office for the time it took to review and analyze the new report of SVP 
evaluation by K. Longwell, Ph.D., the state-appointed SVP evaluator. Today 07/08/11) you informed me 
that according to the state’s interpretation of the new WACS fee structure, I will not be paid for those 
services nor would I be paid for any further services related to answering the AAG’s interrogatories or 
for preparing for my deposition or testimony in the case.   
 
As you will recall, in February, 2010, you retained me to assist you in the SVP case of Mr. Jeffrey Payne, 
including an evaluation of him with focus on the mental health commitment criteria of RCW@ 71.09. My 
initial document review and analysis occurred on 03/08/10 and my interview and formal testing of Mr. 
Payne on 05/14/10. Some information essential to comprehensive evaluation was not yet available and 
was requested. As that information was obtained, from June through September, 2010, it was analyzed 
and integrated into the database and the integration completed on 12/23/10 and my report completed 
and forwarded to you on 12/29/10. On 02/21 & 04/11/11, I received, reviewed and analyzed content of 
new documents and reports and integrated that information into the database on Mr. Payne.  
 
The amount of information to be processed and integrated in these cases usually continues to come to 
me almost up to the date of trial and each piece must be carefully analyzed and integrated with the 
existing database. Approaching trial date, I am typically subpoenaed for deposition, which subpoena 
includes instructions to respond to various “interrogatories”, to produce typed transcriptions of all notes 
I made in reference to my evaluation, copies of formal test data, and listing of titles and location of 
published articles, books, etc., upon which I relied in any measure during my evaluation, data reviews 
and integration, and in drawing my conclusions. You informed me recently that the AAG has 
subpoenaed me for deposition and to respond to interrogatories described in the subpoena.  
 
In addition, it is not uncommon for the state-appointed mental health evaluators to write up-dates that I 
must then review, analyze and integrate into my database about the respondent. At each step of this 
process I am obliged to keep the retaining attorney apprised of my hypotheses and my opinions of the 
methods and conclusions of the State’s evaluators and of any new information and conclusions about 
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the respondent that arises from newer evaluations and procedures conducted in reference to the 
respondent. 
 
The longer the period of time elapsed between completion of these tasks and start of the trial, the more 
of that information recedes from direct memory and the more review and consulting time becomes 
necessary before testimony. Attorneys typically need assistance with understanding and dealing with 
the esoteric mental health issues and diagnostic criteria. The longer between end of case evaluation and 
document reviews, and the more esoteric the information, the more consultative assistance is required 
by the attorneys in preparation for trial. Also, State-appointed evaluators have seen fit more and more 
to invent their own diagnostic categories, which increases the need for continuing review and research, 
and consults with the attorneys who depend on their mental health experts to inform them about the 
issues related to that practice and the invented diagnostic categories. The role of the retained expert is 
to inform and advise the attorney about the mental health issues related to the case, which, 
unfortunately, requires more and more time with which to deal effectively. This is a trend that continues 
to escalate.  
 
Furthermore, despite the actual commitment criteria being of the respondents’ “current condition”, the 
prosecuting attorneys consistently ask defense experts (in deposition and/or trial) about obscure 
documents from the respondent’s records of the distant past, which requires the defense expert to have 
at-the-ready familiarity with the entire file.  It can take enormous amounts of time and work in order to 
adequately present the defense psychological information and to defend these SVP commitment cases 
but what that time and effort will ultimately amount to cannot be known a priori and must await 
unfolding. Placing caps on the fees for evaluation and testimony will result in lack of adequate 
psychological expert witness representation and underprepared defense attorneys who typically are not 
trained or education in the mental health issues and the many nuances related to them; especially given 
the propensity of state-appointed evaluators to equate their highly probabilistic clinical opinions with 
certainty.  
 
From my understanding of the new WAC Chapter 388-885, as an expert witness I will not be paid for any 
further professional work I do on the Payne SVP case, including the time it would take to respond to the 
AG’s subpoena and to adequately prepare and consult with you for my testimony and case theory; 
despite that time and work being essential to adequate trial testimony. That fee structure essentially 
preludes the defense expert, therefore the defense itself, from being able to adequately present expert 
information, hence, deprives the respondents of an adequate defense presented in their behalf.   
 
Under this new fee structure, the only possible condition under which the respondents already 
evaluated will obtain adequate representation is for the defense experts to provide services gratis or to 
enter the witness stand inadequately prepared. However, ethically, and I think also legally, the expert is 
not allowed to enter the witness stand poorly prepared or unprepared. Hence, an evaluator who agrees 
to the fee structure can expect to work as an indentured servant in most of these on-going cases. There 
is no means by which a defense expert or the defense attorney could adequately represent the 
psychological evidence relevant to the RCW 71.09 mental health commitment criteria under these 
conditions. 
 
Therefore, I will no longer participate in the Jeffrey Payne SVP case under these conditions. Should the 
financial conditions now being imposed be changed in order to fully compensate me for my time and 
travel expenses that would be incurred in an adequate presentation of the psychological evidence at 
trial, or were other authority to guarantee that compensation, I will, of course, assist you once again. I 
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would be very thankful were you able to get me paid for what is owed me for the work already done 
and completed on 04/11/11, which is before the WACS structure took effect. 
 
 
Very Regretfully, 
 
 
Robert L. Halon, Ph.D. 


